Name of the author (or authors, if more than one):
________________________________________________________________________
Video title:_______________________________________________________________
Video contest category:
 1st category
 2nd category
1
The ERA CoBioTech's research project acronym :
________________________________________
If the applicant is a student, it is mandatory to enclose a Certificate of active status of the
student (in Pdf format) to the Statement of agreement with the terms of the video
contest conditions2.
With the first person singular, the statement is given by all participants.
Please tick the box to agree with the statement:I declare that all the information provided is
true.
 I agree with all the rules of the announced video contest.
 I agree to the processing of personal data in accordance with the GDPR.
 I am not personally or family related to the people involved in the ERA CoBioTech
Consortium Committee.
 The submitted video has been created specifically for the ERA CoBioTech video contest,
has not yet been published and is an original.
 I agree to the public release and public distribution of the submitted video by ERA
CoBioTech.
 I give up all copyrights on submitted video in favor of the ERA CoBioTech. As an Author, I
am left with moral copyright.
 I own verifiable copyrights for the use of reproduced sources in the video. For any
possible infringement of copyright infringement, I assume all responsibility.
 In case the submitted video features a person in an active role (e.g. giving the statement,
comment or interview), a person appearing in the video agrees to all the terms of ERA
CoBioTech video contest and allows the public release and public distribution of the
submitted video by ERA CoBioTech.
Name(s) of a person
(people):___________________________________________________
 Statement of my age:__________
 Because the person participating in the video contest is not of legal age, on his/her
behalf, this statement is signed by her/his parents / guardian (name and surname:
________________________ signed by one of the legal representatives / parents), who
at the same time declares that she/he agrees with all the statements and conditions of
participation in this video contest.
 I agree that my video will be shown publicly at the ERA CoBioTech Final Event, which will
take place on June 1 – 2, 2022, in Ljubljana (Slovenia) live and hybrid at the same time.
 I agree that in the event of receiving the prize, it is possible for me to attend a possible
award ceremony (virtual or on location) but it would be at my own expense.
1
2

only for the 1st category [ERA CoBioTech research projects]
only for the 2nd category
ERA CoBioTech project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No [722361].

 I declare that in the event of receiving the prize, I will provide the video content
committee with all the necessary information, including the bank account number to
which ERA CoBioTech can transfer the cash prize, which will be paid in full with one
transfer.
 I agree that ERA CoBioTech has no additional responsibilities and obligations to me and
the submitted video both during the video competition and after its completion and that
I will not impose any requirements in connection with the above.

First Name(s)/Surname(s):
________________________________________________________

Signature(s)3:
_________________________________________________________________

Date:
________________________________________________________________________

 Certificate of active status of the student (in Pdf format) is enclosed to this Satement.

3

digital signature or handwritten signature
ERA CoBioTech project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No [722361].

